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ABSTRACT: Research on neuroscience and neurotechnology needs expertise from 
various disciplines. The University of Freiburg has set up a center of “intelligent machine brain 
interfacing technologies” (IMBIT) to promote research the interfaces between disciplines, because 
innovation requires the interplay of complementary knowledge and skills. At IMBIT, researchers 
from biology, medicine, engineering and computer sciences are conducting research side by side 
- to develop tools that will help us better understand how the brain works in fundamental studies 
and to translate this knowledge into interfaces between humans and machines in order to develop 
better treatment methods. Areas of research at IMBIT currently cover aspects of fundamental 
neuroscience (NeuroCore), neurotechnological tools (NeuroProbes) and robotics and machine 
learning (NeuRobotics). Examples from the NeuroProbes field on miniaturized neural implants will 
be presented. They cover electrode arrays for signal recording from the brain and peripheral nerve 
electrode arrays applying electrical stimuli to deliver sensory feedback after amputation. Systems 
assembly, longevity and also some regulatory affairs aspects are boundary conditions that have 
been addressed during device development. Research results on these arrays will be presented 
and discussed with a focus on the reliability of microsystems in translational research. Studies on 
gait analysis after amputation complement this research to achieve insights how sensory feedback 
should be delivered based on movement representation and control. 
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